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184. A Remark on Picard Principle

By Mitsuru NAKAI
Mathematical Institute, Faculty of Science, Nagoya University

(Comm. by K,Ssaku YOSlDA, M. ft. A., Dee. 12, 1974)

A nonnegative locally HSlder continuous function P(z) on
will be referred to as a density on the punctured unit disk [2" 0 <lzl < 1
with a singularity at z-0, removable or genuine. The elliptic dimen-
sion of a density P on /2 at z-0, dim P in notation, is the dimension
of the half module of nonnegative solutions u of the equation u=Pu
on with vanishing boundary values on Izl-1. After Bouligand we
say that the Picard principle is valid for a density P at z=0 if dim P
=1. That the Picard principle is valid for the density P(z)=_O, i.e.
for the harmonic case, is the well known classical result. Less trivial
examples are P(z)--Izl- ( e (--c,2]) (cf. [2]) and densities P(z)with
the property

P(z) log z] dxdy (z-x+iy)

where E--Ee is a closed subset o/2 thin at z-0 (cf. [3]). These ex-
amples suggest that singularities of densities P(z) at z--0 for which

the Picard principle is valid are ’not so wild’. In view of this one
might be tempted to say that if the Picard principle is valid or two
densities P (]-1, 2), then it is also valid for the density P+P. The
purpose o this note is to stress the complexity of the Picard principle
by showing that the above intuition is wrong. Namely we shall prove
the following

Theorem. There exists a pair of densities P (]-1, 2) on tO such
that the Picard principle is valid for P (]=1, 2) at z=0 but invalid for
the density P+P at z-O.

Actually densities P (]=1, 2) we are going to construct as stated
in the above theorem are rotation free in the sense that P(z) P(] z
on tO, and satisfy dim P= 1 (]-- 1, 2) and dim (P+ P.)= (the cardinal
number of continuum). This also shows the invalidity o subadditivity
of elliptic dimensions, i.e. the ollowing inequality does not hold in
general"

dim (P +P)
_
dim P+ dim P..

1. To construct the required Pj we need to consider auxiliary
unctions s(t; , ) and c(t;2, ) which are modifications o trigono-

metric functions. Let e [1, 2) and/ e R (the real number field). Con-
sider mutually disjoint closed intervals
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an(2,/2) [(2n-- (2+ 1)/2 +/2)z, (2n+ (2-- 1)/2 +/2)]
for n e N (the set of integers) and the open set

2"(2,/2)--" R-- U O’n(2,/2)"
nN

We define functions s(t; 2, if) and c(t; 2, if) on R by

s(t ,, if)-- sin (2-(t-- (2n-- (2 + 1)/2+ Z)=)) (t e a(2, if), n e N)
0 (t e (2, if))

and similarly

c(t; 2, if)- cos (2-’(t-- (2n-- (2 + 1)/2+ ff))) (t e a(2, if), n e N)
to (t e r(2, if)).

The unetion s(t;2,/2) is continuous but c(t;2,/2) is not. However
(t; 2,/2) is continuous and

s2(t 2,/2) + c2(t 2,/2) 1
on R. The function s(t; 2,/2) itsel is not of class C but (t; 2,/2) is,
and

d(t; ,, if) =2,-’s(t; 2, ff)c(t; 2, if)
dt

on R which is equal to 2-’ sin (22- ’(t (2n (2+ 1)/2+ 2)ff))) on z(2, if)
(n e N) and 0 on (2, if). Thus d(t;2, ff)/dt is less than or equal to 1
in the absolute value. We set

s(t)=s(t; 1, 1), c(t)=c(t; 1, 1)
and similarly

s(t)=s(t; 3/2, 0), c(t)=c(t; 3/2, 0).
2. With the aid of auxiliary functions s and c we define

P(z)--,z]-{(log ]1’s (log1)+2(log)c}(log)
+2(1 + log )(log ]1s(10g1)

1+ (log )(1--3-’s(log )c(log-))}
for j--l, 2. These are certainly rotation free densities on 9. We shall
prove that dimP-1 (j- 1, 2) a.d dim (P, + PD -c.

5. Before proceeding to the proo o the assertion in no. 2 we
need to make some preparations. Let P(z) be a, rotation free density
on 9, i.e. P()=P(Izl). Then dimP=l or c (ef. [2]). The associated

function Q(t) to P(z) is the unction on [0, ) defined by
Q(t)=e-’P(e-9.

The Riccati component aQ of Q is the unique nonnegative solution o
the equation

d a(t) + a(t) e(t)
dt

o, [0, <) (e. [4]). It is k.own (. [1]) that dim P=l (c, resp.) is
characterized in terms o aQ by
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+ 1)-1dr ( resp.).(aQ(t)

4. We are ready to prove the assertion in no. 2. Let Q be the
associated function to P (]--1, 2). Then Q1 / Q2 is the associated unc-
tion to P1 + Pf. In view o no. 3 all we have to show is that

(1) ;(aQj(t)/l)-dt.-c (]--1, 2),

which is equivalent to dim P-- 1 (]- 1, 2), and

( ) <
which is equivalent to dim (P / P)--. On using relations in no. I con-
cerning s and c it is easily checked that

aQj(t) tfs}(t) + t+ 1 (] 1, 2).
Therefore the integrand in (1) is t + 1 on the disjoint countable union
of open intervals with the constant positive length and we conclude
that (1) is true.

We recall that Q-aq is an order preserving operator (cf. [4]). Set
Q--Q+Q+2a, .aq which is the associated function to a rotation free
density P(z)=lz-Q(-loglzl) on 9. It is easily seen that a,+a,=a
and hence Q_Q+Q2 implies aQI+aQ--aQ_aQ/Q. Similarly QI+Q2
>_Q (]=1,2) implies that aq,+,.>_a (]-1,2). Therefore

and a fortiori (2) is equivalent to

.[ (aQ(t) + aQ(t) + 1)-’dr< c.( 3 )

Here a(t) + a(t)- t(s(t) + s(t)) + 2t + 2. Observe that s+ s has a
positive infimum on R and hence on [0, c). Therefore the integrand
in (3) is dominated by a positive constant multiple of (t + 1)- and we
conclude that (3) is valid.
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